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With tips, tricks, and step-by-step how-tos, Spectacular Nail Artwork has 35 designs to provide any look the
perfect final contact.s for certain: with this art on your fingernails, you’ With a number of designs, ideas,
and patterns, you can find the ideal fit for any event. Novices needn’t worry, either, because every
task— contains easy-to-follow instructions and handy step-by-stage photos, & most are really easy to
create.from sparkling Champagne Chic to the wintry, Christmasy Snappy Snowflakes— Have got a spooky
Halloween with black-and-white cobwebbed nails; One point’ and celebrate the coming of spring with
vintage fancy flowers. Go wild with animal prints.ll never want to use gloves again! Tips on nail care, items,
and simple manicures (including a French one) assist you to keep the hands in tip-top form. hail the red-
white-and blue and stars-and-stripes permanently with Positively Patriotic; Today, great nails mean greater
than a layer of pink polish. Obtain playful with retro dots, or wedding-ready with pearly bubbles.
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Takes a little bit of time but still fun I know its silly, but Personally i think like I am getting relatively artistic
when I really do a few of these nail art styles. Its fun and innovative, some take a bit of time but its worth it
for the feeling of accomplishment and plethora of compliments! Five Stars super pretty. Its a small sampling
of basic styles. Has ideas for everyday fingernails & If you're just starting out in nail design, this is a good
tool. Creative Naill Art One of the best Nail Art books, with a huge amount of ideas on how to put style on
your nails. You'll be the talk of the town and actually enjoy the different ideas on how to do your nails. I
recommend it. Came to me In due time and packed well. Easy for a 15 year old to make use of. Spent hours
together playing around with the styles. fun holiday designs too. Photos are great, and the instructions make
sense I actually would consider this a little glimpse into the globe of nail art. bought for spa birthday party
for girls to choose nail styles...would buy again. Provides ideas for everyday nails & She tried a few the
designs right away. Easy to follow I got this book alongside materials for my niece and she loved it. She'll
love this. Bought for my 12 year old child. Five Stars An easy task to follow instructions As described
While described.. Photos are excellent, and the instructions seem sensible. fun .. Fast delivery Great book!
Great book! Possible for a 15 year old My daughter loved this book. Good gift Got this for my step daughter
and she loved it she in age 14-17 thus she likes the nail artwork and she's tried a few from the book so it
made an excellent gift! Readable with instructions on doing designs and great illustrations.
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